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Kapitel 1

Changes
1.1

About this document

This document shows all changes from version 1.0 till 1.0.6. The version
1.0 was described in detail in the book OrderSprinter 1.0 - POS-System
für die Gastronomie. This document cannot replace the official manual
about version 1.0, but serves as change letter.

1.2

Software in the zip archive

Webapplication and printserver are meanwhile in the same zip archive: in
the subdirectories webapp resp. printserver.

1.3

Installation

The installation will be startet when the index page is called. Before it
was necessary to explicitly call the install.html page, this is not required
any more. Since the webservers automatically append the index.html page
using the path to the installation is sufficient normally (e.g. figure 1.1). To
later use the software use the same path, because OrderSprinter knows its
installation state.
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Abb. 1.1: Installation und späterer Aufruf erfolgt über die gleiche Webadresse.

1.4

Email Notifications

• if requested detailed information about a closing will be sent by email
during its creation process.
• the details of a closing can always be sent by email later
Therefore it was necessary to put email configuration fields into the administration view: (Fig. 1.2):
• Email-Sender: This must be a valid email address that is known in
the webserver. Emails are sent from this email account.
• Standard-Email-Receiver: Is this field is filled with a valid email address all details of a closing will be sent to this address if a closing
is created. This address will also be used as default for the sending
of old closings, but can there be overwritten.

Abb. 1.2: Settings for the email notifications in the admin view

1.5

International use

Because also people outside Germany are interested in using OrderSprinter. Therefore the software is extended: During the installation the user
can select the currency, the decimal point character, and the language (Fig.
1.3). The currency and the decimal point character cannot be changed later
on to avoid manipulations.
Every user can use the web application in in German, English or Spanish. The selection of the user-specific language selection can be done in
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Select the language:
German, English, Spanish

Currency as free text
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Decimal point character

Abb. 1.3: Currency, Decimal point character and language can be selected
during the installation.

the preferences view. (Fig. 1.4). During the installation the installation
language is automatically assigned to the administrator account, but the
administrator can later change the language.

Abb. 1.4: The user-specific language can be selected in the preferences panel.
If a user with manager rights creates a new user, that new user gets assigned the language of the creating user. The new user can change the
language in his/her preferences later.
Also the receipt can be printed in the three available languages. The receipt language is independent from the user-specific language of the user
interface. The receipt language can be selected in the administration panel
(Fig. 1.5).

Abb. 1.5: Selección del idioma de tiques
The translation is a very time-consuming task. Therefore not all control
elements are completly translated.
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The laws may vary from country to country. The user is responsible himself
to use the software only in the permitted way!

1.6

Changes in version 1.0.7

• Reservations: It is now possible to do table reservations in a calendar.
• Pre-defined comments: In the product view it is possibel to define
comments that can easily be applied in the waiter’s view during the
order process.
• On the paydesk view there is now a navigation button to go directly
to the waiter’s view.
• During an installation from scratch the server print (instead of local
print) is set by default.

1.7

Changes in version 1.0.6

• Bugfix: A product was not removed from the supplydesk list of ready
products after cancelation in the waiter view.
• Bugfix: Cancelled receipts were wrongly declared in the closings.
• Digital signatures: The use of digital signatures makes manipulations
of sales in the underlying MySQL data base very difficult.
In version 1.0.6 digital signatures are used. This change caused a fundamental modification of the internal data structure, and as a consequence
the upgrade from a previous version more difficult. The upgrade would
mean that the data of the previous versions need to be signed after its
creation and this action would offend the protection by digital signatures.
Users of previous version: please contact the programmer if you want to
upgrade to 1.0.6.

1.8

Changes in version 1.0.5

• Bugfix: if receipts were cancelled and the products not paid later,
they still appeared after a closing
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• Bugfix: Display of status of a table in supplydesk view wrong under
special conditions
• Bugfix: Warnings in waiter view for cancellation of products whose
status have changed after loading waiter view

1.9

Changes in version 1.0.4

• The receipt panel contains now a button Update. This button helps
retrieving the updated list of receipts. As bugfix for 1.0.4 this button
won’t be printed out in local print.
• Feedback-Emailer transmits now also the version number of OrderSprinter
• Changes in the workflow:
– in the standard way nothing changes: in the waiter’s view the
products are so long in the botton list until they are serverd to
the guest and can there be removed from the workflow process.
– products that do not pass the kitchen/bar or supplydesk view
(or which are printed on a work receipt) are kepot in the waiter’s bottom list until they are paid. This way also they can be
removed from the complete workflow if wished.
– The bottom list in the waiter view (after specifying a table) is
renamed (see points above). If clicked an info panel will appear.
• The paydesk receipts now will have a slightly changed layout so that
receipt are better formatted on small paper.
• Bugfix: Correction of a PHP error in the admin panel.
• Bugfix: in the receipts view the UPDATE button was printed in local
print - corrected.
• Better layout of config items in admin view on small displays
• Assembly-Information of printservers corrected. The name of the executable was changed to OrderSprinterPrintserver.exe.
• The enclosed sample menu card was differently sorted for categories
that do not pass all views.
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1.10

Changes from version 1.0.2 to 1.0.3

• up to 6 receipt printers (for the pay printings) can now be used. The
print server version needed to be updated, too. The selection of the
receipt printer can be done in the personal preference view.
• zip-Archiv now contains the web appolication and the printserver
• when a new closing is created all not-printed print jobs are removed
from the printer queue. This way it can be started with a fresh system
the next day.
• Font size for the paydesk receipt printings can now be changed in
the admninistration panel.

1.11

Upgrade from version 1.0.2 to version
1.0.3 or 1.0.4

• Upload of the web application to the server, old version can be overwritten
• call index.html
• set the data base parameter
• click the update button

1.12

Lokal Prints

If a local printer is connected and shall be used the print dialog can
be avoided. In Firefox this is possible with about::config and the setting
print.use_native_print_dialog = false, which means that always the standard printer is used.
To convince the print driver to use the whole page the page settings must
be set, i.e. empty header and footer areas (Fig. 1.6) can be set in the
printer dialog of the receipt printer. Also the borders should be set to 0.0
in the page settings (Fig. 1.7).
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Abb. 1.6: Druckdialog in Firefox - die Informationsflächen auf dem Papier
sollten auf leer stehen.

Abb. 1.7: Seitenränder auf 0.0 einstellen

